
Welcome to the world of AmaGin, where the combination of 
Gin, Art and Amarone gives life to a premium and unique distillate.



The essence of AmaGin arises from the 
infusion of premium botanicals and grapes 
deriving from the winemaking process of 
the prestigious red wine Amarone della 
Valpolicella, noble expression of the culture 
of Verona.

AmaGin combines the class of Gin with 
the regality of Amarone, becoming a unique 
union that express itself through the elegant 
rosé color, the dry taste and the delicate 
flavor. 

The ancient distillation process, unique 
and handcrafted, places it among the most 
innovative products of its region.



The love for good wine and the passion 
for good Gin: the two things have never 
been perceived such in symbiosis until that 
moment AmaGin has been conceived and 
produced.

The distillation is balanced around a specific 
botanical: the raw grapes deriving from 
the winemaking process of the red wine 
Amarone.

During the harvest period, the grapes are 
manually collected, selected based on their 
quality and directly handed over to the 
master distiller, who would then initialize 
the infusion of the essences underlying the 
identity of AmaGin.

An ancient ritual between man and 
earth, inspired by culture and tradition. A 
particular rite that is meant to last forever, 
as an art masterpiece.



The essence of AmaGin expresses 
itself through 40 alcohol degrees 
and 5 botanicals distilled with cold 
infusion in pure alcohol and spring 
water rigorously flown from Brenta 
Dolomites.

The gustative sensations of the 
Juniper unleash feelings in line with 
the flavors of Amarone’s raw grapes, 
which also donate the elegant rosé 
color.

At completion of the receipt, some 
hints of Cinnamon, Liquorice from 
Central Asia and Italian Bergamot 
transmit the floral perfume and the 
slightly spiced taste.

These are the ingredients that make 
AmaGin one of the most original and 
precious product of its kind, suitable 
to be tasted plain as well as base for 
cocktails.
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AmaGin is kept in an elegant bottle embraced by the hand 
drawn artwork of the contemporary artist Serafino Rudari, 
who was inspired by Shakespeare’s story of Romeo and 
Juliet, set in Verona. 

At the base of the scene the old grapevine tree that, thanks 
to its long branches, lets Romeo protract itself towards 
Juliet transmitting a concept of connection and desire. 



The distillery that gives life to AmaGin, 
whose origins date back to 1852, is provided 
with traditional copper stills powered with 
vapor system, dominated by beautiful 
copper adjustment columns.

The master distillers, who reached their 
fourth generation, did not want to introduce 
any automatization in the organoleptic 
analysis, conscious that the their own 
olfaction remains the only reliable instrument 
able to appropriately identify the numerous 
aromatic compositions of the Gin.



45ml AmaGin
25ml Fresh Lime Juice

15ml Pomegranate Juice
Lime Essential Oils
Splash Ginger Ale

 
Technique: Shake and Strain

Glass: Collins
Garnish: Spiral Lime, Mint, Laurel, 

Raspberry, Crushed Ice

AMA GIMLET

35ml AmaGin
15ml Bergamot Liqueur

25ml Fresh Lemon Juice
15ml Sugar Cyruo
2dash Cardamom

 
Technique: Shake and Strain

Glass: New Era Cup
Garnish: Orange Essential Oils

Bitter Hearts and Tour Eiffel on stem

AMAGIN SOUR

45ml di AmaGin
1 Tonic Water 
Lime or Bergamot Rind
Grapes or Raisins
 
Technique: Build
Glass: Wine Glass
Garnish: Lime or Bergamot Rind and 
Raisins

GIN&TONIC

AMAPERITIVO

45ml AmaGin
45ml Red Vermouth
5ml Cynnamon Syrup
2dash Liquorice Bitter
 
Technique: Throwing
Bicchiere: Old Fashioned
Garnish: Orange Rind and Cherry





AMARZEN SRL
Via A. Dominutti, 20 

37135 Verona
 amagin@amagin.it

www.amagin.it
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